
Having trained and worked professionally in the world of  classical music, throughout my 
career I have focused nearly exclusively on studying, performing, and teaching the works of  
male composers. Only recently have I considered looking more deeply into why this is, and 
whether there may in fact also have been brilliant and masterful female composers 
throughout music history.  

I began by researching piano music by composers born in the 19th century, and right away 
realized that of  course there were many women who composed at least as masterfully as 
their male counterparts. It feels like discovering that a fabulously decorated and designed 
wing of  a house has unbeknownst to me always existed; in the house that I have lived in my 
whole life! 

The time has come for this music to be heard far and wide, and I aim to do my part to 
shine some light on these undeservedly overlooked gorgeous gems. That’s where the 
project’s title comes from — ‘en pleine lumière,’ meaning ‘in full light’. 

My original idea to record an album has grown into a plan for a set of  six recordings, and 
has continued to evolve, such that the scope of  the project will turn into more of  a life’s 
mission. My vision is that through recordings, live performances, master classes, video 
projects, and podcasts, I can help to bring these deserving female artists to a wider 
audience. 
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Contact info: 

mogenpianist@gmail.com 

sandramogensen.com 

Video: 

https://vimeo.com/324832084 

https://vimeo.com/325227346 

Social media: 

https://www.instagram.com/
womencomposers/ 

https://www.facebook.com/
mogenpianist/ 

https://twitter.com/
sandramogensen
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I would like to offer your community an opportunity to hear some of  this music in performance. I am now booking 
recital tours for 2020, as well as the following season. (Some dates are still possible for 2019, in Europe.) In 2019 and 
early 2020, the repertoire will mainly feature 19th and early 20th century composers from the first three albums of  the 
“En pleine lumière” series. As the subsequent volumes are recorded, music by more recent  composers will also be 
programmed. I also offer master classes for piano students and singers, as well as a lecture recital overview of  music 
(piano, vocal, and chamber music) that deserves to be part of  the standard repertoire. Plans are underway in one venue 
to collaborate with an art historian in order to also shine light on female visual artists. Creative ideas such as this could 
be replicated at your venue. 
 

“I cannot stop thinking about 
your recital yesterday, so 
wonderful.” 

“Thank you for shining the 
light on these beautiful 
women composers and in 
doing so, enabling their light 
to shine. I believe they would 
be honoured to know you are 
doing this.” 

“Positively celestial...Can 
hardly wait for the CD!” 

 “Thank you Sandra for your beautiful 
performance of this exquisite music! Thank you 
for honouring these women by shining light on 
their work and artistry.” 
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 I have performed my        
“En pleine lumière - 
Volume One” concert 
program several times 
already, and am gratified 
to find that audiences are 
captivated by this music 
that has been so rarely 
performed until now. 
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Sandra Mogensen   BIOGRAPHY 
A Canadian of  Danish and Latvian heritage, pianist Sandra Mogensen is equally at home performing as a solo 
pianist, and with singers in recital. She has performed in Canada, the United States, Denmark, Latvia, Norway, Sweden, 
the Netherlands, Iceland, and Austria. Sandra studied at the University of  Western Ontario, in Salzburg, in 
Copenhagen, and at Westminster Choir College in Princeton, New Jersey where her teachers were Dalton Baldwin and 
J.J. Penna. 

For a dozen years, Sandra has specialized in the music of  Edvard Grieg, and has recorded three albums of  Grieg's solo 
piano music, and a fourth record which also includes Grieg's songs to Vinje's texts. Sandra is also drawn to the music of  
recent and living composers. She has recently been developing programming ideas that reinvent and reinvigorate the 
recital format and heighten the listener’s experience of  connection, relevance and meaning, such as in her meditative 
program: Solace. Exploring the use of  visual elements and improvisation, reorganizing the typical recital structure and 
reexamining conventional recital practices form the basis of  this evolving work.  

Sandra Mogensen currently leads a nomadic musician’s life, based both in Copenhagen, Denmark, and Ontario, 

Canada.    
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en pleine lumière   THE RECORDING PROJECT 

Each composer is represented by two of her shorter works (2-6 minutes in length). The focus on shorter works means that listeners 
will be exposed to many different composers. 

The first recording focusses on music written by composers born between approximately 1840 and 1870. I am planning six albums 
in all; each one focussing on a 30 year period, based on the idea that each recording encompasses approximately one generation of 
artists. I plan to hold a competition for composers of the present day. 

Volume One:   1840-1870 Volume Three:   1900-1930 Volume Five:   1960-1990
Volume Two:   1870-1900 Volume Four:   1930-1960 Volume Six:   1990–

The program of each recording is designed in such a way that it appeals to a wide variety of listeners: people with deep knowledge 
and love for classical music, as well as people who are coming to classical music with very little background knowledge or 
experience.

My approach is to curate each recording in a way that enables smooth transitions from one piece to the next, such that each 
program is an overall arc; thereby giving the listener a satisfying listening experience. In programming I give careful consideration 
to principles of unity, contrast, and balance, with regard to the elements of tonality, texture, timbre, and scale.

Another important principle behind the selecting of music for these recordings is that there is a wide representation of composers 
from many nations globally. Volume One is comprised of composers from France (Chaminade and Bonis), Norway (Backer-
Grøndahl and Lærum-Liebig), Sweden (Netzel and Aulin), Scotland (Hopekirk), the United States (Beach), and Germany (Le 
Beau and Menter). Volume Two will include music by Germaine Tailleferre, Lili Boulanger, Dora Pejačević, Florence Price, and 
Katharine Parker, among others.

https://vimeo.com/297380657
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